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 Jan 13, 2021  4 

he US Congress has voted on impeachment articles against President
Donald Trump. Again.

Trump impeached for ‘record’
2nd time
The delusional hypocrisy of the establishment
nears an all-time low as war criminals condemn
Trump
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T
�is time for “incitement of violence”, although neither
the incitement, nor the violence, really appear to have
actually happened.

�e “violence” (such as it was) refers to the “riot” on Capitol Hill on
January 6th. Violence which the police readily and deliberately set-up
by opening barricades and allowing the “violent thugs” to walk into the
capitol, where they set about taking sel�es, �lming the architecture
and stealing Nancy Pelosi’s mail.

�e “incitement” for this “violence” was equally �ctional, with Trump
repeatedly claiming in social media posts (all of which have since been
removed by Facebook and Twitter) that the rioters should “go home in
peace and love”. Trump is of course unable to publicly defend himself,
having been banned by every major social media and internet
platform. Along with literally thousands of his supporters.

�ere’s a transcript of a speech which YouTube removed from it’s
platform posted here. If you can �nd any “incitement” in there, do
please let us know.

Certainly he never came close to posing with a mock-up of Joe Biden’s
severed head, for example or threatening to blow up the White House.
And his “followers” didn’t burn down any buildings.

Likely none of this reality will seep into the house proceedings today,
which are of a pitch and hysteria unmatched since the �rst fever-
ridden days following 9/11.

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has said she “thought she would die”.

https://twitter.com/tomselliott/status/1347302588434284544
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NP3czrY8Jg8
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Rep. claimed the crowd were trying to “destroy our government and
kill us”.

Rep. Lloyd Doggett berates Trump for “attempting to overthrow the
government”

Rep. Adriano Espaillat spouted tortured verbiage about rioters
intending to “kidnap” lawmakers.

Of course, there were no kidnappings, there were no murders (except
for the unarmed lady the police shot, but the press are pretty sure she
deserved it), there was no “destroying the government”.

American Democracy – such as it is – is entirely intact. And the
thousands of troops stationed around the Capitol buildings, and the
rest of DC, will are going to keep it that way.

Meanwhile, plans for Joe Biden’s inauguration continue apace. Biden
– who, according to vote counts, is unaccountably the single most
popular man ever to run for President – will have a “star-studded”
television special in his honor, hosted by Tom Hanks. A novel (and not
at all crass) way to introduce a new president to the nation.

A show of solidarity is also planned to “unite America”. Ex-Presidents
Clinton, Bush jr. and Barack Obama will be in attendance.

All three of them are known to be directly responsible for warcrimes –
including torture, extrajudicial execution, deliberate targeting of
civilians, the use of cluster munitions and chemical weapons, and
inde�nite detention without trial.

https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1349421331964715008
https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1349377214526197763
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/pentagon-congress/2021/01/13/one-week-after-deadly-attack-capitol-hill-halls-filled-with-national-guard-troops-instead-of-tourists-and-staffers/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/national-guardsmen-face-last-minute-security-vetting-before-swearing-in-ceremony-for-biden-df8spwvld
https://www.wsj.com/articles/national-guard-to-send-more-than-10-000-troops-to-washington-d-c-11610393244
https://news.sky.com/story/tom-hanks-to-host-star-studded-tv-special-celebrating-joe-bidens-inauguration-12186943
https://fox8.com/news/america-united-theme-announced-for-joe-bidens-inauguration-3-former-presidents-to-attend/
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�ey lied to the UN, backed mass surveillance, conducted drone
strikes on weddings and funerals, illegal coups in Venezuela and
Ukraine and have blood of literally millions of people on their hands.

Apparently none of those count as “inciting violence”.

So, the usual unanswered questions arise:
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Why is the establishment so keen to remove Donald
Trump from power, mere days before his term ends
anyway?

•

Will we see another “riot” if Trump is indeed forced
out ofoffice?

•

Will he face criminal prosecution?•

What is the endgame for the crackdown on free
speech?

•

How many more of us will be purged from social
media?

•

Are we witnessing a coup in the United States?•
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